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KI

Torsion on the Go! Seating from KI, designed by Giancarlo
Piretti, is an innovative, mobile, nesting, flex-back chair
which addresses movable seating requirements for teaming,
training, and informal conferencing - great for impromptu
meetings. With a unique large folding and nesting tablet
arm, ingenious flip-up seats and castors, the chairs can nest
together for compact “out-of-the-way” storage. Torsion
on the Go! Is an intelligent approach to the requirements
of multi-purpose meeting, training and conference
environments. Exceptional comfort is provided by a smooth
back articulation created by a unique patented torsion spring
mechanism. All KI seating products meet the more stringent
requirements of Indoor Advantage Gold (from SCS Global
Services). kieurope.com

LEISURE PLAN

A versatile range of dining tables, with the opportunity to personalise the table top.
Choosing a central runner from six different materials to co-ordinate or contrast
with the sleek aluminum top, achieves a level of individualism for which Egoparis’
products are so renowned. Stainless steel planters or trays can also be placed
within the table runner for additional decorative possibilities. All these features
combined with solid brushed stainless steel leg supports gives this table a truly
elegant personality. leisureplan.co.uk

TABISSO

WARINGS FURNITURE

Futuristic, or 60s revisited? Both. A product of our era
quite obviously connecting common design heritage to new
horizons. ‘My point is that design is not just a response to a
functional need, it also brings a poetic, narrative dimension’,
explains French star designer Noé Duchaufour Lawrance in
his approach for the new collection Ciel! This unique range
of high-end armchairs is geared towards the Contract and the
hospitality market - fine smooth shapes with taut lines for a
very generous and welcoming result. The five models offer
a broad array of customisation regarding material and bases,
allowing to come up with the perfect match when designing
interiors as diverse as restaurants, hotels, offices or residential.
Sustainability is a core element of this range. Notably the use
of 3D wood moulding, allowing to give its complex shape to
the shell structure, helps reach the environmental goal and
also makes it one of the first furniture reference project to use
this technology. tabisso.com

The Chapel Chair is a design classic
that will lend a sense of history to your
venue. Until now, similar ‘church-style’
chairs were only available as reclaimed,
without warranty and unlikely to be
robust enough for a busy hospitality
environment. Now, thanks to Warings
Furniture, you can achieve the vintage
look with this durable, solid beech
piece which comes with 12 months
warranty. Plus, Warings’ skilled team
of craftspeople give you the advantage
of bespoke options such as colour,
finish and upholstery.
waringsfurniture.com

For a comprehensive product library go to www.designcurial.com

VIASIT

Pure with its clean crisp and
defined lines is a classical family
of conference, meeting and lounge
chairs, ottoman and tables. The fully
upholstered contoured shell, deep
padded upholstery, curved arms and
cross stitched detailing deliver style
and quality to any application. Pure
Conference chairs feature memory gas
lift and return and traditional knee tilt
mechanisms with a choice of 4 or 5
star bases. Pure by name and Pure by
nature. viasit.co.uk
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